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Abstract: Image description is carried out in order to identify and transfer the contents of the image, i.e.
information and informative attributes needed for search, analysis and decision making. At present the
description and image search is performed by allocating them visual primitives - singular points, special areas
and calculating the statistical characteristics: color scale, textures, line shapes. Since the analysis and image
search require significant computer resources the emphasis is directed more at speed than the semantics in
human understanding, which significantly reduces the relevance of the issue. This paper describes a formal
language for  meaningful  descriptions  and  image analysis, developed on the basis of the description logic
ALC (Attributive Language with Complement). The features of the proposed language is a set of atomic
concepts and roles, focused on understanding the images, geometric functions and predicates, as well as the
set-theoretic operations on instances of concepts - raster or vector graphic objects.
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INTRODUCTION mathematicians to set up algorithms for specific subject

Descriptive logic (DL) is a knowledge representation relevance of the resulting descriptions [6].
language that allows to describe domain concepts in a The problem of  content-based retrieval of images
formalized manner [1-4] and is used to: formal  definition and video is also solving in the Institute of Applied
of concepts (classes); define relationships (roles), the Mathematics of the M.V. Keldysh RAS. Approaches
organization  hierarchy  (subclass-superclass)  determine being developed here using various means, including
the properties and attributes of concepts and constraints using text descriptions and visual characteristics. Image
on their values. With the help of logical operations, rules content is describing by the visual primitives, such as:
and axioms man check the correctness of definitions and color scale, texture characteristics, shape parameters for
hierarchies, as well as methods for building complex the contours of the selected objects. Authors Baigarova
concepts out of simple ones. and others [7] pay attention to the fact that the methods

During a number of years, the Computing Center of of pattern recognition and scene understanding are now
Russian Academy of Sciences (Moscow) under the being applied in narrow subject areas because of the lack
guidance of I.B. Gurevich based on the algebraic theory of effective universal algorithms.
of algorithms of Y. I. Zhuravlev and descriptive approach Generally, for a description of images use global and
of I.B. Gurevich work out the algorithmic and software local descriptors. With the help of global descriptors we
system for the automation of image information and describe the color characteristics of the images obtained
analysis in the form of a set of tools to automate the by histogram methods and texture, describing the
development of new algorithms, processing, analysis, structure of objects in the image. Local descriptors
pattern recognition and image understanding [5]. describe image fragments selected in some way. The most

However, too much generalization of the structuring common are Scale Invariant Feature Transform, Speeded
operations leads to a need for the participation of Up Robust Features, Rotation Invariant Fast Features,

area and a weak dependence on the context reduces the
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invariant to transformations of scale, rotation, noise and Characteristics (Attributes) of Image Objects:
lighting. First describe the statistics of the overall image,
the second of its local areas. In fact, the language of the
description is independent of the subject area that
separates it from the natural languages.

The following describes the formal language
(Description Logic of Image - DLI) developed on the basis
of the description logic ALC (Attributive Language with
Complement). The logic ALC [8-10] is one of the basic DL,
which are  constructed  on the basis of formal languages
to work with knowledge bases and ontologies in different
application domains [11, 12].

The features of the proposed language is a set of
atomic concepts and roles, focused on understanding the
images, geometric functions and predicates, as well as the
set-theoretic operations on instances of concepts-raster
or vector graphic objects.

The Signs of  Graphical  Information Stratification:
Initial information obtained from the preliminary analysis
of the image [13]  is the line color segments, their borders
and skeletons:

<Image> :: = {S}, where S - color segment
<Color segment> :: = Color, T, Perimeter, Square,
Edge, [Skeleton]

where: Color-color (HSV), T-anchor  point  (x,  y),
Perimeter-Perimeter (total length of the segments on the
scale of the image), Square-size (in pixels), Edge-bound
(closed chain of straight lines and arcs), Skeleton-the
skeleton of a closed area.

<Border color segment> :: = {E} - the set of elements
of the border.
<Border element> :: = form, xs, ys, xe, ye, xm, ym,

where: form ° {Line, Arc};

xs, ys-coordinates of the starting point of the
element;
xe, ye-the coordinates of the end of the element;
xm, ym-the coordinates of the midpoint of the arc;

<Skeleton color segment> :: = {ES} - the set of
elements of the skeleton.
<Skeletal element> :: = l, form, xs, ys, xe, ye, xm, ym,

where: l-length of   the   cross   section shape at the start
of the element (in the scale of the image).

The value of Size ° {Large, Middle, Small},

where Large, Middle, Small-fuzzy values of linguistic
variable Size,  calculated  by the value of the color space
of the segment.

The presence  of  cavities (internal objects) Hole,
takes values True, False.
Branching (for elongated objects)-the presence of
nodes on the skeleton Knot ° {True, False}.
Elongation ° {rounded, elongated, area and line} is
evaluated as a linguistic variable based on the
dimensions of  the  bounding rectangle relations in
the absence of a object skeleton, otherwise the
length of the skeleton to the maximum cross section:

Tortuosity of the boundaries is expressed by a
number-the number of negative excesses of the
border.
The straightness of borders (Accurate) takes the
relative value of the total length of line segments as
a percentage of the length of the perimeter:

For the convenience of decision making, this value
can also be converted into a linguistic variable that takes
fuzzy values "right", "random".

Formal Description Logic Language for Graphical
Information Description: Basic concepts (notions) of
DLI:

NC = {Region, Border, Chain, Node},

where: The area-a set of closed image areas contain
attributes: Color (HSV), TochkaPrivyazki (x, y), perimeter,
area, dimensions, as well as qualitative (linguistic)
attribute value, taking fuzzy values [Large, Medium,
Small];
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Border-a set of closed contours bounding regions Elongated   Border-set   of   boundaries  that
associated by any above ground, contain lists of line
segments and arcs as well as quality attributes:
Elongation = [rounded, oblong, elongated] correctness
= [Right, Random] = tortuosity [Large, Medium, Small];

Chain-a lot of non-self-chain segments, containing
lists of line segments and arcs and links at the beginning
and end of the chain;

Skeletons-a lot of unclosed chain segments contain
lists of line segments and arcs and links at the beginning
and end of the chain;

Node-the set of singular points (OT) compounds or
all chains.

The Basic Relationships:

R1: HaveBorder (a, b)-connection between instance a of
concept Area and instance b of concept Border;

R2: HaveSkeleton (a, b)-connection of  an Border
instance a with Chain instance b ;

R3: HaveInitNode (a, b)-a relationship between instance
a of Chain and an instance of the initial node b of
concept Node;

R4: HaveFinNode (a, b)-a relationship of Chain instance
a with an instance of the final node b of concept
Node;

R5: In (a, b)-border regions a, b do not overlap and all the
boundary points lie within a polygon formed by the
boundary b;

R6: Part (a, b)-region a is a part of region b and common
boundary portion or lie inside it.

Constituent concepts of the image logic DLI:

The region, which has nested areas:  inside.Border.

Semantic: {a  REGION  |  b.(a, b)  R5 ^b REGION }.I I I

The area, comprising parts:  part.Region.

Semantic: {a  REGION  |  b.(a, b)  R6 ^b REGION }.I I I

Examples of terminological axioms of knowledge
about the images:

Axioms, classifying areas according to the value of
the fuzzy boundary shape:

have the attribute Elongation has a value
Elongated;
Oblong  Border-many borders have the attribute
Elongation = Oblong;
Rounded  border-many borders have the attribute
Elongation = rounded;

Classifying areas according to the fuzzy value of the
form of segments boundaries:

Correct  Border-set of boundaries that have the
attribute validity = Correct, that is dominated by
straight-line segments (or segments with constant
curvature) a substantial length;

Incorrect = ¬Correct – complement of a set Right

Classifying areas according to the fuzzy value of the
quantity:

Great AREA-a lot of areas in which the attribute
Area = Large;
Average AREA-a lot of areas in which the attribute
Area = Average;
Small AREA-a lot of areas in which the attribute
Area = Low;

Object-oriented:
Molecule = AREA ¬  insideBorder ¬ Elongated

Set of elongated and rounded areas that do not
contain internal boundaries (Fig. 1).

On the right is  a  descriptors configuration window
(in this   case,   the   size-"Small",  Elongation-"Drawn").
In the bottom panel,  you  can  see the perimeter and area
of each of the found objects.

ROAD = REGION  ¬  inside.BORDER
haveSkeleton.Border  (Oblong  part.Region T)
(Correct  part.Region T)

Set of areas that do not contain the internal borders
and having a skeleton, with all the parts are (mostly) the
right of the boundary (Fig. 2).

HOUSE = BUILDING = REGION  Small  Correct
¬ Extended

Set of areas of low value, not elongated, with regular
boundaries.
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Fig. 1: Automatic selection of objects of type "extended molecule".

Fig. 2: Automatic image selection on the image and the choice of these objects such as "The road"

Relationships and Patterns Descriptors: Relationships of another object (dashed or dash-dot line drawing,
descriptors and regularities can be considered as weakly back road or trail, parched river on aero
predicate logic (sayings) of the 2nd order, simply put, photograph, etc.), as well as the laws of the form: cluster
"predicates on predicates" because it operate on the of similar objects, the location of objects on the line, on
results  of   the  descriptor  concepts-real  images  [14]. the arc on the grid.
Use  them  to   automatically   calculate   relationships Example.  Let  {S   '} {S}-subset   of   similar  objects
such as: the distance between the objects, the direction in  the   image;  {S''} {S'}-subset  of  projects  still to
from one object to another, whether one is a continuation each other.
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Fig. 3: Set-theoretic operations with images analyzing the shape and complexity of grammar word

The objects descriptor that are  a continuation of
each other can be written as follows: ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

I [1..M] ( j [1.. M], i  j,  i, j (Distance (S'  S' ) = Near) This  work      was      supported      by    RFFRi  j

^ (Derect (S'  S' ) = Orientation (S' )) ^ (Derect (S'  S' ) = (project  #   11-07-00632-a,   11-07-00783-a)   and   GOVi  j  i  i  j

Orientation (S' )) ^ (S' , By Seemline ) ^ (S' , Seemline ) MES  of  Russia  #  4043. j  i k  j k

S' , S'  S'' i  j

For all i from 1 to M and all j from 1 to M, i  j if there
are i and j, the distance between i-th and j-th objects is 1. Russel, S. and P. Norvig, 2002. Artificial Intelligence:
close and direction from i-th to j-th object to coincide and A Modern Approach, Second Edition. Prentice Hall,
their orientation and the objects are on a line, then they pp: 482.
belong to the subset of  projects  still in each other 2. Baader, F., D. Calvanese, D.L. McGuinness, D. Nardi
(dashed line drawing). and P.F. Patel-Schneider, (eds), 2003. The Description

In this formula: M - number of similar objects set {S'}; Logic Handbook: Theory, Implementation and
Distance,   Direct,   Orientation-geometric  functions; Applications. Cambridge University Press,
By-geometric relationship; Seemline -k-melting auxiliary Cambridge.k

(imaginary) line. 3. Baader, F., D. Calvanese, D.L. McGuinness, D. Nardi
To form the  descriptions  of  compound objects and P.F. Patel-Schneider, (eds), 2010. The Description

(such as: construction, settlement and texture) in this Logic Handbook: Theory, Implementation and
logic can be boolean or set-theoretic, as they  are  called Applications, 2nd Edition. Cambridge University
in the geometric modeling, operations (Fig. 3). Press, 2010 (paperback). (624 pages).

- The union of images of objects; Attributive concept descriptions with complements.

 - The intersection of images of objects; 5. Development    and     implementation of

\ - Subtraction images of objects; automate    the  receipt     of      information    from

CONCLUSION projects/?cat=3&id=217&page=1

Thus, the proposed formal language based on the descriptive algebra images. sibac.info/index.php/
description  logic  to  construct  formal  descriptions of 2009-07-01-10-21-16/484-2012-01-12-15-15-51
the objects  contained  in  the  image,  characterized by 7. Several approaches to content-based retrieval of
the presence  of   many  geometric  features  and, in images and video. www.ict.edu.ru/lib/
addition to  boolean  operations  on  concepts,  contains index.php?id_res=4316
the set-theoretic   operations   on   instances of 8. Description Logic Complexity Navigator. Maintained
concepts- specific pieces of raster and vector images. by Evgeny Zolin. cs.man.ac.uk/~ezolin/dl/

With this knowledge base we can make the 9. The list of DL reasoners. Maintained by Ulrike
verbalization (verbal description) of the image and obtain Sattler. www.cs.man.ac.uk/~sattler/reasoners.html

formal descriptions  of  the  objects  contained in the
image.

Improving the quality and detail of verbal
descriptions can be achieved by populating the set of
available component features, selecting the optimal
membership functions complement the algorithm

portrait image.
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